Abstract. In this paper, the Ag metal thin film electrode replacing ITO used as transparent electrode is attempted. We mainly reveal the mechanism through theoretical simulations and supply the means to make the metal type and thickness selection. The calculation method of metal's dielectric function is introduced based on the origin of metal's dielectric properties. We deduce the two models of Lorentz-Drude model and Drude model and indicate the relation between complex refractive index and dielectric function. Also, the optical simulation approaches are provided by transfer matrix method for optical films, such as for computing the transmittance, reflectance, absorption. We provides the basis for metal selection of semi-transparency materials and their thickness. On simulated results, considering the compromising situations including good conductivity, 20 nm Ag is a good selection for semi-transparent metal electrode rather than Al in real OLEDs (Organic Light-emitting Diodes) fabrications.
Introduction
ITO (Indium Tin Oxide) [1] is a very good transparent electrode material, but indium is a very scarce and expensive element on the earth and the sputtering ITO leads to its complex process. So it is very meaningful to study the simple and cheaper transparent or semi-transparent new electrode material to reduce the cost which is especially important for commercial application [2, 3] . The metal film as semi-transparent electrode has its advantages such as easy evaporation preparation, low cost, so they are widely used in TEOLEDs (Top-Emitting Organic Light-Emitting Diodes) fabrications. But, it is often determined with empirical parameters for the metal selection, transparency mechanism and thickness selection without theoretical calculation, which troubles the researchers. As is known, Ag and Al are both good reflecting metal in thick film. But we want to know why they have the distinct transparencies in thin film application while their reflectance are similar. The theoretical explanation is essential to be done, which can guide the real device fabrications. Herein, starting from the calculation method of metal's dielectric function, the optical simulation approaches of transfer matrix for optical films were applied to compute the transmittance, reflectance and absorption. Thereby we provides the basis for metal selection for semi-transparency materials and their thickness. All the parameters obtained from the simulations were applied in the real OLEDs fabrications.
Lorentz-Drude Model of Metal's Dielectric Function
The dielectric constant of a material depends on the polarization properties under the affection by external electric field, which normally consists of electron displacement polarization, ion displacement polarization and inherent dipole orientation polarization. Metal crystal containing a large number of nearly free electrons, can be understood as a solid lattice of positive ion cores drown in an ocean of electrons, which has no inherent dipole moment. Simultaneously, the mass of ion core and electron differ greatly, so the movement of ion and the ion polarization can be neglected for study on its electric properties. Totally, the polarization property is only decided by electron displacement polarization.
Based on classic electron theory, the electrons circle around the positive charge core, whenever the centre of the positive/negative charge overlapped, so the inherent dipole moment is zero. When exerted with a external electric field, the orbit shift of electron leads to the separation of the positive and negtive charge centres, accordingly prooducing the dipole moment, which is always called induced dipole moment. How to get it? We must employ a certain model. The classic method is to regard the revolving electron as bound harmonic electron driven by elastic restoring bound force as well as damping force of radiation. We can formulate the motion equation of the electron with external electric field impaction within dielectric.
Where ω 0 inherent bound oscillation frequency, ω frequency of the external electric field, γ damping factor. The solution of the above equation has the form of
Calculate the derivatives, substitute them into the equation of motion, we get
Thus, the contribution to dipole moment of one electron can be expressed as
Set with N atoms in per unit volume of metal, each atom has a Z electrons, each electron has bound inherent oscillation frequency of ω 0 , then the polarization intensity of the metal represents as
For another, P=ε 0 χ e E, ε=ε 0 ε r =(1+χ e ) ε 0 , therefore P=(ε-ε 0 )E, comparing the above equations,
, So the relative dielectric constant is
, ω p bulk plasmon frequency, NZ numbers of electrons per unit volume, sometimes expressed in n. Discussed above assumes that all the bound inherent oscillation frequency ω 0 , damping factor γ. In fact, there may be multiple bound oscillation frequencies and damping factors in an atom. Assume that each atom has K of the oscillation frequencies and the damping factors, each with ω j , γ j and z j (j = l, 2..., K), the form can be rewritten as
. In addition, the main part of electrons are nearly free, ω j =0. Set with z 0 nearly free electrons in per atom, and calculating their contribution to dielectric constant separately, thus will the form is represented as
f 0 free electron ratio, f j bound electron ratio with frequency ω j , γ 0 damping factor of radiation. Where, ∑ ݂ ୀ = 1. This is the final form of the dielectric constant in equation (1) . For it is a function of frequency ω of external electric field, a complex number function, it is also called dielectric function. And the model is named as Lorentz-Drude model [4] .
Drude Model of High-Freequency Approximation of Metal's Dielectric Function
When the frequency of the external electric field is far greater than the frequency of the bound electron in the atom, such as in visible light wave band, the electrons in the atom can be regarded as free electrons without damping thus the impaction from the electromagnetic wave is just simular to plasma. In this way, the dielectric function of the metal can be approximated at high frequency in equation (1).
This is just called the Drude model for the free electron of metal. Without ignoring the damping effect, the dielectric function of nearly free electron of metal can be expressed as
From the theory of electromagnetic, we know, the refractive index of non-magnetic dielectric is the square root of the dielectric constant. Seeing formula (2), the refractive index of the metal N is a complex number function. It can be simply derived that the refractive index has the form of N=n+ik , real part n is usually the normal refractive index, and imagnary part k is extinction coefficient (k > 0) which means the attenuation effect for the electromagnetic wave when electromagnetic interaction occures. To void confusion, we name N as the complex refractive index.
Optical Simulations for Multilayer Films with Transfer Matrix
Transfer matrix [5] method is the most commonly used calculation method for the reflectance, transmittance and absorption of a multilayer optical film system. It expands the electromagnetic field at the grid points in the real space and transfers the Maxwell's equations into transfer matrix. Deriving the electric field and magnetic field at the adjacent two interfaces of a film by solving the Maxwell's equations and obtaining the eigen matrix. Then generlizing it across the multilayer system with matrixes multipling and finally attaining the reflectance, transmittance and absorption of the total optical film system. It has the advantages of less matrix elements, smaller computing intensity with faster speed in multiple optical calculations methods.
The simulations are carried out by transfer matrix calculation for the energy reflectance R, transmittance T and absorption A of equivalent interface using following formulas
Where Y=C/B, B, C can be obtained by optical transfer matrix calculations in equation (4) . η 0 , η j , η k+1 are the optical admittance of incidence dielectric, the j layer and emergence dielectric, respectively. For convenience, we only discuss the normal incidence and emergence because the optical admittance is reduced to the union form of refractive index for the s and p polarization wave.δ j =2πN j d j /λ , the effective phase thickness of the j layer of dielectric, and N j d j , the optical thickness. N j is the complex refractive index which can be figured out from the relative dielectric function of metal described in equation (1).
Metal Type and Thickness Selection for Semi-Transparent Film Electrode
In common sense, in visible region, the reflectance of Ag is bigger than that of Al with better conductivity and stability for reflecting electrode in photoelectric devices. At the same time, according to the experience, Ag film can be used as semi-transparent electrode below a certain thickness with better transmittance than Al. We consider roughly that Ag has smaller refractive index n and extinction coefficient k than Al but more precise and explicit reveals are seldom proceed. Why they have the distinct transmittances while their reflectances are similar. We must take the theoretical study on it deeply and calculate the exact value of n, k of metals, transmittance and reflectance at various thicknesses. We simulated the program through the MATLAB tool [6] . Firstly, we calculated the refractive index n and extinction coefficient k of Ag and Al from dielectric function in equation (1) . The related parameters in equation (1) come from experimental results. The refractive index n is the real part and extinction coefficient k is the imaginary part of the square root of dielectric function (N= n+ik, the complex refractive index for metals). The calculated data are listed in figure 1 , which agrees well with the experiment values from the handbook of solid optical constant of Edward D. Palik's [7] . We can see that n-Ag is little smaller than n-Al which 1 1 cos sin 1 sin cos determines the reflectance without great difference, and k-Al is bigger than k-Ag greatly(absolute value) which decides the absorption is greater then arouses the decreased transmittance on large scale.
Secondly, we take the tansfer matrix method to calculate the reflectance, transmittance and absorption of a single layer of Ag and Al vs. wavelengths adopting 10 nm Ag, 20 nm Ag and 10 nm Al based on formulas (3). In figure 2 , we find T-Ag-10 nm is fairly high of >60% but T-Al-10 nm is rather < 20% on the average. The figure illustrates that the absorption of Al-10 nm is above 20% on the average. So Al is not fit for using as semi-transparent electrode. Actually, 10 nm Al is too thin to be a electrode with bad reliability.
Finally, To further know the trend of transmittance about thickness of Al and Ag, we select a wavelength of 528 nm to simulate the T vs. thickness in detail and provide the theoretical basis for thickness selection. The acquired results are demonstrated in figure 3 . We can see that, even at 5 nm, the T of Al has decreased greatly whereas that of Ag still be nearly 90%. The transmittance of 10 nm Ag gets down to 70% which is of great transparency in metals, and still be 41% at 20 nm.
In real device fabrications, other factors must be considered such as the conductivity, because the film formation quality is bad below 20 nm with high resistance which arouses the higher driving voltage and worse stablity. With compromising consideration, we took 20 nm Ag as the semi-transparent conducting electrode.
Summary
In this paper, the Ag metal thin film electrode is employed to act as transparent electrode in place of typical ITO with low cost and convenient process. To understand the transparency mechanism and help device designer to do the metal and thickness selection, the transfer matrix method of optical simulations is carried out to compute the transmittance, reflectance, absorption of metal Al and Ag with dielectric function based on Lorentz-Drude/Drude model. We provide refractive index n and extinction coefficient k data of them and explain the reason why Ag is more suitable to work as semi-transparent electrode for it has smaller k. Comprehensive consideration, 20 nm Ag has both fine transmittance and good conductivity of electrode and suits for OLEDs fabrications.
